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How to Enable Office 365 External Feeds
in AsyncOS for Cisco Web Security
Introduction to external feeds

About this document

Starting in AsyncOS 10.5.3-017, you can create custom and external live-feed URL
categories that contain specific host names and IP addresses using the Office
365 web service. In addition, you can edit and delete existing URL categories.
When you include these custom URL categories in the same Access, Decryption,
Identification Policy, or Cisco Data Security Policy group and assign different
actions to each category, the action of the higher included custom URL category
takes precedence.

This document is for Cisco
engineers and customers
who will deploy Cisco® Web
Security using AsyncOS®
10.5.3-0.17 or later. The
configuration can be deployed
via a Cisco® Security
Management Appliance (SMA)
or directly on a Cisco® Web
Security Appliance (WSA).

Note: For versions earlier than AsyncOS 11.7, you can use no more than five
external live feed files, including Cisco live feeds, Office 365 feed format, and
Office 365 web service in these URL category definitions, and each file should
contain no more than 1000 entries. Increasing the number of external feed entries
may cause performance degradation.
Note: WSA version 11.7 adds support for up to 30 feed files with no more than
5000 entries each.

This document covers:
• Introduction to external feeds
• Configuration of the Microsoft
Office 365 web service
• Configuration of the feed
within an access policy
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Exception list
External feeds, and particularly Office 365 feeds, include commonly used sites fetched as part of
third-party integrations (such as dropbox.com, google.com, etc.). Previously, the appliance did not
provide any way to exclude such sites from custom feeds. Starting with AsyncOS 11.8, a new menu
item, Excluded Sites, is added under Custom and External URL Categories. This option allows an
administrator to add the IPv4 address, IPv6 address, host name, or domain name for sites to
be excluded.

External URL category settings

Before you begin

External URL categories
in action

External URL category settings
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• Go to Security Services > Acceptable Use Controls to enable Acceptable Use Controls

Step 1. Choose Web Security Manager > Custom and External URL Categories. We will be
configuring an Office 365 external feed that consists of IP addresses, domains, and regular expressions
that keep track of all Office 365 hosted services.
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Step 2. To create a custom URL category, click Add Category. To edit an existing custom URL
category, click the name of the URL category.
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Step 3. Fill in the Category Name and List Order fields. (The URL filtering engine evaluates a client
request against the custom URL categories in the order specified.*) Then select External Live
Feed Category.
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* It is possible to use the same address in multiple custom URL categories, but the order in which the categories are listed is
relevant. If you include these categories in the same policy, and define different actions for each, the action defined for the category
listed highest in the table of custom URL categories will be the one applied.

Step 4. Select the Office 365 Web Service option and add the feed location provided by Microsoft.
When it is added, click Start Test to confirm a successful file download, and then click Submit.
Reference website: Office 365 URLs and IP Address Ranges.
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/office-365-ip-web-service)
The default feed URL is set to retrieve the list of endpoints for worldwide location:
https://endpoints.office.com/endpoints/worldwide
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With the introduction of the Office 365 web service, administrators can categorize external feeds based
on location, service, IPv6, or tenant, as described below.
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Note: If the available feed file is different from the currently downloaded file, the newer file will be
downloaded and the download time updated. Otherwise, the file is not fetched and a “304 not
modified” entry is logged.

Office 365 web service: This is a REST-based web service API by Microsoft Office 365 that offers
IP addresses and URLs in the JSON format. The IP addresses and URLs either are trusted by Microsoft
Office 365 or are part of their network. The Cisco WSA does not have control over the format of this
JSON file.
This web service replaces the old XML format feed and can be accessed directly in a web browser. It
supports various parameters as web methods for endpoint retrieval, such as:
Instance: Covers various regions such as Worldwide, China, Germany, USGovDoD, and USGovGCCHigh.
Service Areas: Valid items are Common, Exchange, SharePoint, and Skype.
Tenant Name: Your Office 365 tenant name.
No IPv6: Set this value to true if you want to exclude IPv6.
To apply the various parameters, customize the API URL. The following example extracts a feed file
for a worldwide location covering a tenant named Cisco and a SharePoint service with no IPv6
address included.
https://endpoints.office.com/endpoints/worldwide?ServiceAreas=sharepoint&TenantName=
Cisco&NoIPv6=true
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To extract the contents of the custom web service URL, browse the link generated with the specific
client request ID associated to the API call.
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The following screen shot shows the Office 365 web service JSON output for the above example.
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Step 5. To exclude any sites, enter the details in the Excluded Sites section.
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Multiple entries can be separated with line breaks or commas.
Step 6 (optional). To use regular expressions to specify sites to exclude, expand the Advanced option
and add the expressions to the Excluded Regular Expressions section.
To view the excluded sites, click the Feed Content View option.

The excluded sites are highlighted in red.
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External URL categories in action
Step 1. Choose Web Security Manager > Access Polices.
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Step 2. Click the policy that you would like to add to the Office 365 web service.
For this example, we have created a separate policy, Office365CiscoAP. Now click within the URL
Filtering cell, as shown below.
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Step 3. Select Custom Categories. A pop-up will display all custom URL categories that have
been created.
Step 4. In the example below, we have checked the Allow box to set the customer category to Allow.
This will place the traffic for Office365Cisco in pass-through mode for HTTP. When it is configured,
click Submit.

Step 5. Don’t forget to commit all changes. Save your configuration.
Step 6. Now select Web Security Manager > Identification Profiles > Add Identification Profile.
Select URL Categories under the Advanced section, and select Office365Cisco.
Note: The external feed was created at the beginning of this guide. The setting below will exempt the
Office365Cisco URL from authentication.
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Step 7. Select Web Security Manager > Decryption Policies > Add Policy.
You will need to set the Identification Profile to CiscoIdentificationProfile1, which we created in step 6.
When you have selected your identity profile, the URL categories will automatically be populated. The
setting below helps Office 365 pass through HTTPS traffic without decrypting the transactions.
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Step 8. Click Submit.
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Step 9. Select URL Filter Policy.
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Step 10. Now, under the Office365CiscoDP policy, select URL Filtering > Select Custom Categories >
Office365Cisco> Include in Policy > Apply and Submit. Make sure you always commit your changes.
With support for REST-based APIs, the administrators can define different actions for various
supported service types, locations, IPv6, and tenants.
In the following example, the worldwide SharePoint traffic is set for Decrypt and all other worldwide
endpoint traffic is set to Pass Through.
Step 1. Choose Web Security Manager > Custom and External URL Categories. Add the following
categories and URLs as described in the External URL categories section.
Name: SharepointFeedWorldWide
URL: https://endpoints.office.com/endpoints/Worldwide?ServiceAreas=sharepoint
Name: AllfeedsWorldwide
URL: https://endpoints.office.com/endpoints/worldwide
Step 2. Select Web Security Manager > Decryption Policies > Add Policy.
Create a policy Office365Sharepoint, and under Advanced Settings, add the URL category
SharepointFeedWorldWide and click Submit.
Step 3. Set the URL filtering action for the custom category SharepointFeedWorldWide to Decrypt (as
described in step 10 of the section External URL categories in action).
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Step 4. Repeat the steps above to create a decryption policy named Office365WorldWide for
customer category AllfeedsWorldwide, and set the URL filtering action to Pass Through.
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Step 5. Submit and commit changes.

Routing policy configuration (optional)
Administrators can also create routing policies based on the custom URL identification to route to a
specific upstream proxy device.
Step 1. Select Web Security Manager > Routing Policies > Add Policy. Create a policy named
ToUpstreamWSA.
Step 2. Expand Advanced and click URL Categories.

Step 3. Select the external feed Office365Cisco and submit the changes.
© 2019 Cisco and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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Step 4. Under Routing Destination, click Direct Connection.
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Step 5. Select the appropriate upstream proxy from the drop-down option.
In this example we have leveraged a preconfigured upstream proxy named UpstreamWSA11.7.
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Step 6: Submit and commit the changes.
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Bypass Office 365 traffic
AsyncOS 11.8 adds support for configuring custom and external URL categories in the Proxy Bypass
List. This is possible only when the appliance is in transparent mode. The option can be used to bypass
any specified Office 365 traffic to be routed normally.
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Note: The Proxy Bypass List is limited to host names and IP addresses only. Any regular expressions
configured in the custom category, or even partial names, are ignored. Both custom and external
categories can be used, and for the latter auto-update is honored.
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